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� Introduction:- 
� ADVS is a progressive scan, all digital GPS time-stamped video system. 

� ADVS Block Diagram 
� ADVR software runs on the Host PC and accepts Universal Time coordinated data streams from 

the Camera and the ADVS-HTCC and saves the video file in .adv format to the hard disk drive for 
later analysis. 

 
� Host PC Requirements:- 

� FireWire 800 - IEEE 1394b (9-pin FireWire) Port:-  
� It is essential for ADVS that the computer is FireWire - IEEE 1394b (9pin) capable. 
� This can be achieved in a number of ways. 

� Most Macs come equipped with IEEE 1394b ports. 
� PCs can be equipped with IEEE 1394b ports by the 

use of a PCI or PCIe card (desktops) or an 
ExpressCard (laptops).  

� Point Grey Cameras suitable for ADVS are equipped with a 
FireWire 800 IEEE1394b port. 

� Power to the Camera is supplied via the IEEE 1394b port 
� PCI and PCIe cards can have power supplied direct from the 

PC power supply thereby avoiding a 
load on the motherboard. 

� ExpressCards have a port for an 
external power 12v DC supply thereby 
avoiding a load on the laptop battery. 

� USB Port:- 
� A USB 1.1 port or better is required. 
� Power to the ADVS-HTCC is supplied via the USB port. 

� Processor:- 
� ADVR will run well on a single core 1.2GHz processor or better.  Better in terms of the 

number of processor cores and processor speed. 
� ADVR will run on processors of Intel, Via, and AMD manufacture. 

� Memory:- 
� At least 2Gb is required for trouble free operation of ADVS 

� Operating System 
� ADVS is currently supported on Ubuntu 10.04 

� Dual Boot or Single Boot 
� The PC can be setup to dual boot Windows/Ubuntu or MacX/Ubuntu 
� The PC can be single boot Ubuntu 

� Hard Disks:- 
� A hard disk capacity of at least 40Gb is required for ADVR 
� A single large drive can be partitioned for dual boot operation. 
� Two separate drives can be dedicated for each OS if you wish to dual boot. 
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� Cameras Supported by ADVS:-  
� Whilst not a part of, nor supplied with ADVS, 

The Point Grey Research
1&2

 cameras are 
essential to the operation of ADVS 

� Flea3 model FL3-FW-03S1M-C 
� Sony ICX618 CCD 1/4” 5.6um 
� 12 bit video data 
� 648x488 pixels mono 

� Flea3 model FL3-FW-03S3M-C 
� Sony ICX414 CCD 1/2” 9.9um 
� 12 bit video data 
� 648x488 pixels mono 

� Grasshopper EX model GX-FW-28S5M-C 
� Sony ICX674 CCD 2/3" 4.5um 
� 14 bit video data 
� 1932x1452 mono, however ADVR 

uses 2x2 binning to deliver 800x600 
� Refer to ADVS-Manual-F-v1.0_CameraComparison.mht for an in-depth comparison of the 

supported cameras 
 

� Hirose GPIO Cable:-  
� This is an essential component that is purchased from Point Grey 

Research
1&2

, usually when you purchase the camera. 
� It is sent to Dave for fitting to your ADVS-HTCC. 
� Full description is “RoHS 8PIN GPIO HR25 Hirose Connector with 

‘X’m wiring harness” 
� Is available in two lengths; 

� 1.0 metre - Point Grey Imaging part number is ACC-01-3000 
� 4.5 metre - Point Grey Imaging part number is ACC-01-3005 

 
� ADVS-HTCC:-  

� HTCC = Hardware Timer and Camera Controller 
� It is a self contained device designed to 

coordinate video frame timing between 
the Camera and the Host Computer. 

� This device has a built in GPS receiver 
that supplies Geolocation and Timing 
data to the system. 

� It has a 1 metre Hirose cable for 
connecting directly to the camera. This 
cable allows timing pulses to flow 
between HTCC and the camera.  Of 
necessity, the Hirose cable is kept short 
to help prevent loss of timing pulses. 

� HTCC receives power from the Host 
Computer via the USB port. 

� LEDS on HTCC to confirm; 
� that HTCC has power available. 
� successful connection of the 

Hirose cable to the camera, 
� successful connection of the USB cable to the host computer 
� that the GPS has obtained a P-fix and that Universal Time is being received from the 

GPS constellation.  This is by way of the flashing 1pps LED. 
� that the GPS Almanac is OK and the time displayed by ADVR is good 

� Refer to ADVS manual XXXX for an in-depth look at HTCC 
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� Arrangement of Equipment:- 
� ADVS-HTCC:- 

� Typically HTCC will be mounted 
high on the telescope to allow the 
GPS to receive clear signals from 
the satellite constellation, and also 
close to the camera so the 1m 
Hirose cable can easily connect 
without tangles, pinching, kinking 
and catching on equipment during 
telescope slews. 

� Once HTCC is setup and the 
LEDs confirm that everything is 
connected and that time is being 
output, HTCC can be ignored and 
the observer’s attention given to 
the operation of the Telescope 
and ADVR.  

 
� Host Computer running ADVR:- 

� Typically the computer is sited in a 
convenient place to operate the 
telescope and the computer. 

� All operations of the camera and 
HTCC are controlled from the 
ADVR Workstation 

� It’s a good idea to protect the 
computer from the elements, such 
as condensation and cold. 

 
� Cable Length:- 

� IEEE 1394b and USB cables are 
run from the Host PC to the 
Camera and HTCC. 

� The use of screwed or secured (tied) cables is recommended - to prevent inadvertent 
removal of the cable. 

� It’s wise to use cables as short as possible, however ADVS will operate with Firewire 
cables up to 12 metres length and USB cables up to 5 metres length.  The use of a USB 
hub or cable extender is requires for lengths above 5 metres. 

 
� Use of ADVS under a heavy dome or in electrically noisy environments 

� External GPS:- HTCC can be supplied with an External GPS that has a 3 metre cable.  
This will allow the GPS receiver to be poked through the dome-slot to receive clear GPS 
reception. 

� GPS Repeater:- A GPS Repeater should improve signal strength sufficient to overcome 
electrical noise and allow a good reception.  This has not been tested.  Be the first! 

 
 
Notes: 

1) Point Grey Research seeK http://ww2.ptgrey.com/  
2) Point Grey Research has an international shipping policy that should be known and considered before 

purchasing.  To quote previous correspondence, it isK 
a. We ship all of our orders through FedEx International Priority for a freight charge of $100 USD* 

regardless of the weight/volume of the order. Customers also have the option of providing their 
own DHL, Purolator, UPS or FedEx account for use as well, but charges will vary depending on 
your shipping rate with your appointed courier. *Shipping charge will be applied to each shipment. 

b. As a new or potential customer we suggest you review the information located at: 
http://www.ptgrey.com/sales/ordering.asp 

 


